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2020 
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1st  Semester Examination 

PHYSICS 

Paper – PHS 102 

Full Marks : 40 

Time : 2 Hours 

2nd Half 

Answer any two from Group A and two from Group B of the following questions  

 

Group :A            Marks:20 (10+10) 

Paper /Unit: Paper:  Theory : 102.1 

    1.  Consider a system whose Hamiltonian is given by , where  is a  

         real no. having the dimension of energy and  are normalized eigen states of a  

         Hermitian operator   that has no degenerate eigen values. 

i) Is H a projection operator? 

ii) Show that  are not eigen states of . 

iii) Find the matrix  in the basis . Find the eigen values and eigen vectors of this 

matrix. 

         2.     i) Find the eigen functions of the momentum operator.  

     ii)  Show that the probability density in coordinate and momentum representation are  

         equal.    

     iii) Consider an electron moving in a spherically symmetric potential , where  

             

          Use the uncertainty principle to estimate the ground state energy.               

           3.  i) Prove that the fundamental commutation relation  remains unchanged under        

                    unitary transformation. 

    ii) The base vectors of a representation are . Construct a transformation matrix    

         U for transformation to another representation having base vectors . 

      4.    Find the wave function and bound state energy of delta function potential.  

  
 

                                Group :B            Marks:20 (10+10) 

Paper /Unit: Paper:  Theory: 102.2 

    5.  Describe a hexagonal close-packed structure(hcp) . What is co-ordination number in (hcp)?           

        Calculate its atomic packing fraction. 

          Show that c/a ratio for an ideal (hcp) structure is 1.633. 

     6.   Derive Laue’s equations of diffraction of X-rays and obtain Bragg’s diffraction condition from  

          them.    

     7.   What is atomic scattering factor (or aomic form factor) ? Derive an expression for it.  

           Explain its significance. 

      8.  Show that reciprocal lattice of B.C.C. is F.C.C. 

           Prove that first Brillouin Zone for B.C.C. is 12 faced. 


